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XAVIER TO HOST SECOND MARX DEBATE TOURNAMENT
Twenty-foru· Unive1·sities
To T<1ke Pm·t Next Week
By Jfl'ay11e Fehr
The 2nd Robert S. Marx
National Invitational Debate
Tournament will be held next
Friday and Saturday, April 12
and 13. The Poland Philo-

Junior Prom committeemen 11icturcd above, from left to right,
are (seated) Joe Bernstein, Bill Sena, Jerry Lynn; (standing), Andy
Guschwan, Bob Cherry, Gerry Von<lerl\'leulen, and Mike Tancey.

'Junior Prom 111 Th,ree Weeks;
Committee Working Overtii:rie
The Junior Prom Committee met last week and began to
put into effect its plans for the finest dance of the year. The
Prom will be staged at the ·Sheraton-Gibson Roof Garden on
Friday, April 26. Bill Sena, president of the Junior Class, says,
"Our dance won't be the biggest of the 'year, but we plan to
work to make it the finest ever
thrown at Xavier!"
Voting for the Junior Prom
10th, 11th, and 12th in South
Queen will be held on April
Hall. This election will determine
three finalists; the queen will be
chosen from these three the
night of the dance. Gerry Vonder Meulen, queen selection
chairman, reports that all candidates will be new to Xavier.
Members of the Prom Com-

mittee are: Bob Cherry, tickets
and reservations; Jerry Lynn
and Joe Bernstein, decorations;
Mike Tancey, flowers; Steve
Krupa, publicity; Andy Guschwan, publicity; and Bill Sena,
Chairman.
The Committee is quite confident that with the solid support of the junior class their
dance will be the finest of the
year.

Campus Glances
Frosh. Hop

speaker for the evening will be
Dr. C. R. Simmons of G.E. who
will discuss Power Reactors and
Mate1·ials. Dr. Simmons will
also show slides 'pertaining to
the same matter.

This year's Frosh Hop will be
held on Fri. May 3 at the Kenwood Country Club. Music will
b provided by Wally Johnston
and his orchestra. Price of
tickets will be three dollars.
Concert In Cleveltlnd
This dance will be held from
The largest undertaking of
nine till one. Freshmen attend- the Xavier Clef Club to date
ing the dance will be given late will take place Saturday when
permission. This evening prom- sixty members will journey to
ises to 'be one of the most en- Cleveland to appear at Lakejoyable social evens in the entire wood Civic Auditorium in a
year. Why not come?
_
concert under the nuspices of
Further d e t a i 1 s concerning Xavier's Cleveland Club. The
when and where to purchase concert will mark t)1e largest
tickets will 1be given very soon. · organized group of Xavier students to represent the school in
Daily Mass
a distant city and the longest
Because of the new fasting journey the Clef Club has taken
regulations 1before receiving com- for a single concert.
munion, Fr. Deitz has initiated
a Mass at 12:05 p.m. daily in·
Achtung!
Bellai·mine Chapel. In addition
The second offering in the XU
to this, Communion will be dis- Foreign Film Series will be pre·
tributed each day at 11: 20 a.m. sented April 10 at 8:30 p.m. in
in Bellarmine Chapel ·beginning the Cash Room. The film is enin April.
titled "Der Hauptmann von KoeFr. Deitz announced that this penick." Admission is 50 cents.
would continue through the end
of the semester.
le••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••
These actions were prompted i Legion of Decency movie:
ratings are now available by!
in order to make it more convenient for members of the : phone in a 2<1-hour service:
student body to receive com- : provided by the Archdiocesan!
Council of Catholic Youth.:
munion.
Classifications for movies ap-5
: pearing downtown and at the:
Alcliemists Meet
art theatres are given. The!
The Alchemist Club will hold : telephone number Is GA. 1·:
its monthly meeting on Tues- •
•;
:1288.
day, April 9 at 7: 30 p.m. The

!

!

!
!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

pedian Debating Society will play
host for debaters from 23 other
universities, representing all parts
of the country. ·
The list of schools attending
the tournament includes Fordham, Harvard, Princeton, Notre
Dame, Southern Methodist, Holy
Cross, and West Point. .Teams
traveling the farthest will be
those from Denver and from
Puget Sound (in Tacoma, Wash.)
Debaters will arrive Thursday
afternoon and evening at the
Netherland-Hilton Hotel in downtown Cincinnati, where the entire
tournament will be housed. Debating will begin on Friday
morning at 9:00, when the first
of four rounds on Friday will get
underway. Each school will be
repre3ented by a two-man team,
prepared to debatl! either side of
the resolution. The current national intercollegiate topic is
"Resolved: that the United States
should discontinue direct economic aid to foreign countries."
After the debaters have given
the arguments for both sides, a
qualified judge decides which
team has done the better debating.
The second day of debating
(Continued on Page 8)

Masque Presents
Theater-In-Round
Tonight In Armory
The long-awaited debut of
theater-in-the-round will take
place this evening at 8:00 p.m.
in the X.U. Armory. Ten
Xavier students, assisted by
members of the Masque Society,
will utilize arena staging in the
presentation of two one-act plays.
Under the expert direction of
senior Bob Brock, the players
will present "If Men Played Cards
As Women Do," by George S.
Kaufman, and "Tlte Old Lady
Shows Her Medals," by James
Barrie. The Kaufman play, a
humorous · satire on garrulous
women at the card .table, features
Rick Read, Brian Bremner, Jim
Dusablon, and Charlie Massa. The
plot of the Barrie play follows
the yearnings of an old London
charwoman, who has never married, for an imaginary son. The
play takes a surprising turn
when the son shows up. The cast
includes Janet Nughes, Tony
Schmidt, Pat Dargis, Bobbette
Gunville, Joan Lambers, and
Tom Gressler.
The plays will be followed by
a Lenten Social in the Armory.
Everyone is cordially invited.

Film Fare
The Dorm Council will offer
"Walk East On Beacon" with
George Murphy Sunday at
7 :30 p.m. in South Hall. A
token 50e admission Is asked
for this Movie-Mixer.

Shown here making 1ueliminary arrangements for Family Day
are John Haley, general student chafrman ancl Mr. Norbert H. Volle,
chairman of 1957 Family Day. The event is schecluled for May 18.

Family Day 111 Preparation;
Carnival Of Ve11ice Theme
For Gala Dance A11d Concert
The gala splendor of captivating Venice will make a splash
on the campus this coming May 18 in name of Family Day.
This year's theme will be titled the Carnival of Venice.
This year will be the eighth time that the Dad's Club will
play host to the families of Xavier.
This years event will be under
the direction of Norbert H. Volle
'34. Mr. Volle, who also serves
as the vice-president of the
Dad's Club, is the manager of
Product Development and Research for the food division of
the Kroger Company.
The capacity of General Student Chairman will be filled by
John Haley. This will be the
third year that Haley has been

,-v-,-it"'"h-,-th:--e--::F=-a-m___,.,.il_y...,D=-a-y_c_o_m_m..,.i-tt-e-e.
, The Venician theme will be
carried out throughout the day
which will this year begin on
Friday night with the Clef Club
dance, and come to an end on
Saturday evening with the Family Day Ball.
Arrangements for tickets and
housing will be made available
to the students shortly after the
Easter break.

Senior Class Funds To Go Toward
Construction Of Classroo111 Building
The results of the voting on the Senior Class Gift have
been announced by Tom Volle, president of the Class of '57.
A two-to-one majority was established in favor of supporting
the construction of a classroom building, Xavier's most pressing need. Only one person disagreed with either choice-the
Monumental Marker or t h e
Classroom Project. Approximately one fourth of the senior
class returned the postcards by
the March 20 deadline.
Volle has called upon the
Class of '57 to continue to sup-

port the remembrance fund.
The letters mailed out noted that
seniors have pledged $11,067.00
of which $392.00 has been paid.
The senior gift will be memorialized by a plaque on the classroom building.

PRE-REGISTRATION
It is essential for every stu- DAYS and TIMES of all courses
dent to pre-register now for the will be made.
courses he will take next SepThese arrangements have been
tember.
made to give every student the
You must select your cpurses benefit of counselling by mem-.
before April 12th and have them bers of the faculty.
approved by your Adviser.
Students who fail to take adOnly those who present Pre- vantage of pre-registration now
registration Cards signed by their will fincl their choice of fall
Adviser will be permitted to com- courses limitecl ancl their regisplete pre-registration in the AR- tration clelayecl in September.
Henry J. Wirtenberger, S.J.
MORY, April 29-May 3, 1957. At
Dean, College of Arts and Scithis time after Easter, selection
ences
of sectioned courses with the
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. And Always ·shows

heating has caused much scandal and has led to the expulsion of countless students in the annals of American
education. Nevertheless, oblivious to experience, conscience,
and commands, students in all of our· educational institutions
continue to cheat when the opportunity presents itself.
The honor system has been tested and abandoned by
colleges brave enough to test the integrity of men. Somehow,
it does not seem dishonorable to most students to steal answers
from other students.
Empirical evidence has shown that scrutiny and surveillance by the professor is the only means of preventing cheating. The instructor who is so foolhardy as to turn his back to
the class and write test questions on a blackboard is only
inviting "communication" between members of the class.
Mumbled words and quick glances will be synchronized to
the movement of the professor engaged in writing out the
questions. Likewise, those teachers who intently read while
the class writes will find their papers less difficult to grade
since there will be fewer incorrect answers.
Cheating is unfair to the recipient because he will rely
unduly on others in.the future and because he is lying to the
instructor. And cheating is a moral offense for which the
cheater must pay. Cheatil}g is unfair to the student who shares
his knowledge, for his hours of study may well result in the ·
same grade as the classmate who did no stm;lying, but received
the answers fraudulently.
Most cheaters do not risk "cheat sheets" or unusual methods of concealing answers. Rather, they depend on the incautiousness of the instructor. "Eternal vigilance" is the only
solution to the problem. An appeal to honor is more noble,
but certainly less effe~tive.
·

Symphony
Preview

C
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Hy Q-the brilliant scholar
tells how to stretch your dollar
Greyhound's the way to gosaves you time as well as dough!

By Bill Diaque

Comment One-What is this stuff called inability. Article
Two of the U.S. Constitution, among other things, carries the
stipulation as to who will take over the office of president in
case of death, r~signation, or inability to discharge powers.
The problem is that no one seems to have a concrete def1
inition of the word inability.
•
Who is to decide what circum- . problem at hand. The reason
stances constitute inability?
being that President Eis~nhower
First of all, it might be wise isn't in the best of health. To me,
to see who has the power to do when a man has a heart attack,
this. The Cabinet has no Consti- and. also an operati~?· he can't
tutional status whatsoever The be m perfect condition, and I
President could not mak~ this don't care what Len Hall says,
decision under
circumstances,
The United States of America
such as being a prisoner of war, has been playing for well over
or in a state of insanity.
168 years ·with this problem. I
To put this task to some sort of do .not advocate leaving the oba commission might be an answer scurity as is, but to make a move
to the problem, but there is a for the sake of motivation would
danger that politics might enter be worse.
into a situation, which, to say the
Careful thought is a must in
least, might be fatal.
this situation and let's hope that
The section of Article' Two in the problem gets just that.
Comment Two - Bravo. Conquestion also states that the vicepresident shall in substance take gratulations to Mr. Robert Cissell
over the duties of the President. and the members of the Family
At- this point another question Life Institute for the fine presencomes up. Shall the veep take the tation put forth last weekend.
office or the powers and duties? Also cheers to the new Xavier
Simply is it the office that goes Family of 1957.
to the vice-president or the powHere's a thought-there are
ers and duties.
only 264 days left until ChristWithout doubt there is a serious mas.
·:. ''.'r:III

all

OBITER
By Dan Herlla

Today at 2:00 p.m. and tomorrow evening at 8:30 p.m.
marks the eighteenth concert
of the season. It will be an
all-orchestral concert featuring two works. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's "Serenade- in D
major ("Hoffner") K.250," with
Sigmund Effron, solo violn; and
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's "Symphony No. 5 in E minor, Opus
64."
Sigmund Effron, who is the
solo violinist in Mozart's "Serenade," is the concertmaster of
the Cincinnati Symphony, Orchestra. Mr. Effron was born in
Bridgeford, Conn. A three year
scholarship from the Juillard
Foundation enabled him to study
here under the Polish virtuoso,
Robert Perutz. After graduation
he went to Europe and studied
with Jeroslav Kocian at the
master school of National Conservatory in Prague and the
National Academy of Music in
Vienna. Returning to Cincinnati,
he obtained a B.S. degree in
Music Education at the University of Cincinnati. He became a
member of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra in 1935.. During this 22 years interval, both ·
he and his pianist wife, Babette,
have appeared as soloists wiih
the orchestra, and .both are
members of the College Conservatory faculty.
By far, one of the most popular works of Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, is his "Fifth Sympohny,"
composed in 1888. When Tchaikovsky conducted this symphony in St. Petersburg on
November 17, 1888, it was poorly
received. But when it was played
by the Hamburg Philarmonic
in Hamburg, Germany, it was
warmly received.
•This should prove to be a
very- commendable performance
since Thor Johnson seems capable of very good interpretations
of Tchaikovsky's "Symphony No.
4 in F minor, Opus 36," and his
"Serenade in C major, - Opus
48," in which latter. work, Dr.
Johnson ,was applauded after
each movement.

While. the National Repertory .Company of the Catholic
University of America was presenting Henry IV and Charley's
Au!lt h~re,_ the sp~ech and dr~~a ,department of Catholic
Umvers1~y m Washington was hftmg the curtain on the premiere of the stage version of The Little World of Don Camillo.
0
Rev. Hartke, O.P., head of the uniHartke, 0-.P., head of the uni- Camillo asks what name he
By Bob Frommeyer
versity's speech and arts depart- would like to give the . child
ment, brought excellent theatre again Peppone, as a good Com~
The National Catholic Theto the Washingon campus play- munist, answers "Lee-nin · · .". ater Conference is holding a
house in his dramatization and Don Camillo immediately grasps convention in June, in Kansas
skillful direction of Giovanni the huge club he keeps ready in City. The national chairman
Guareschi's world-famous novel.. the vestibule for just such oc- of the conv.ention is the RevThe three act comedy skipped casions, and a medley almost erend R. A. Johnston, S.J., head
along extremely rapidly despite occurs. The answer to what of the ·speech and drama departt h e lengthly monologues of stopped Don Camillo from lit- ment at Saint Louis University.
Robert Conforti, a most sincere erally beating Catholicism into An invitation has been extended
and very human Don Camillo.
Peppone on this occasion and in to the Masque Society to send
The little village priest 'cycles a few others during the .play, is exhibits of their play p1·oduc. his way through many adven- the "Voice," addres5ed to Don tions,,_ and vice-president Tom
tures as he tends to his priestly - Camilo an'tl known in the novel Stadtmiller and Production Asduties among his parish of Com- as the ''b>rd."
sistant . Tom Gressler are busy
munists. Not Russian CommuThe fine timbered voice of making posters and other visual
nis~s,. but a practi.cal variety Saeed Jaffrey, Catholic Uni- presentations ·for this project.
claiming. membership for no versity student from the Far 1 The Masque ·Society on March
other reason t~an th ,procure- East, broke through the center. '. 13, blocked out the bicycle scene
ment of·somethmg necessary to a_uditorium speaker with perfec-·il1,.from their torthcomlnc proclucall humans, food .. These people bon of diction and was suffic)L., tlon, "The Star Wason," by Mas·
are ,~oor and while some ha':e iently "Lordly."
I ·I.well Anderson, who mlsht be re·
promised money and ecomomc
.
II ~membered tor his play adaption
security the. Communists have
Although n~t se~n during the, ; ~"The Bad Seed," from a novel b;
givn something to keep them play, the Lords voice caused the ~William M r h Tb
h
d
occupied and a very small meas- greater . number of laughs from In th S a ch• A "~yRoore eaned
the audience. The scene climaxes
e peec
r...
m an
taped on an amplex recorder the
ure of emp1oyment •
D
c .
Don' Camillo's best friend, as
on ami110 c1obbers Pepti
t
pone with a right to the ·aw at en re scene, hen played It back,
Peppone (Tom Kelly), ~aus~s the Lord's direction who !bouts critically reviewlnr the pertor·
whole scenes of trouble in hlS "N ·D C .11
• mance in order to brlnr out the
"t
th c
· t ·1
ow on ami o, now!" When
.
apac1 Y as ;
om~~~i: ~ - Don Camillo returns to the altar seen~ In the best possible fashion.
T~ts will not be the first proi8ge m~o; . e ~o th ': s ed rail, (where many lengthly conCween l. og1es.. a ~b~c an
vcrsations with the Lord take .duction for the play, "The Star
om~l udms s are imposs. Y re-- place), he is hailed by the Lord ~ag?n,:• on. the legitimate stage
conci e :
.
as "Champ"
m Cmcmnat1, (as was erroneous·
. For instance, Peppone 1brmgs
. .·
.
.
ly reported in the last is&Ufll of
hlS new ·bom daug~ter to the
The series. of ·conflicts w~th The News) since the play was
Church to. be baptized as any the Communists, complete with
irst produced by Walnut Hills
good Catholic would do. Don
(Continued on Pase '1)
(Continued on Pase 10)

M
T p
asque
resent
4nderson Play

All prices plus tu

It's such a comfort to talce the bus
.••• and leave the driving. to usl
9

·GREYHOUND
~-

DEPOT

ADDRESS

®·

PHONE

'
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Columbus ................
Pittsburgh .. .... ..... ...
Cleveliind ... ........... ..
Akron ......................
Youngstown ............
Detroit ......................
Nashville ................
Chicago .. ..... .. .... .. .....
Charleston ... .. .. .......
Memphis ..................

OWRT
3.05 4.50
7.95 14.35
6.25 9.50
6.25 9.50
7.75 13.95
6.75 10.50
'J.00 12.60
7.55 13.80
8.00 10.80
11.10 Zl.10

St. Louis ..................
Chattanooga ..........
Louisville .......... ......
Lexington ................
Toledo ......................
Lansing ....................
Indianapolis ............
Portsmoutn ............
Huntington ...... .. ......
Kansas City ............

.

OWRT
8.15 H.'10
7.70 13.90
3.20 5.80
2.05 3.70
5.60 8.'15
8.95 18.15
3,05 5.50
2.95 5.35
4.85 8.40
H.50 26.10

Greyhound Terminal
5th & Sycamore
Cincinnati, Ohio
PArkway 1·8000

f

e;i

.. .I

\
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LETTER TQ THE STUDENT BODY
TO THE STUDENT BOD~
It has often bene said that tfie
students at Xavier seek kn'Owledge. Now look ·at yourself and
ask yourself what you have you
accomplished in regards to intellectual leadership. Regardless of
the field of life you endeavor to
follow after r.raduation you need
some knowledg of that particular field and of all fields in.
general. For a college which
claims to teach arts and science
there is a fantastic lack of
interest in any field. I ask you,
have you accomplished this
intellectual leadership?
Now what about this leadership Ispoke of. Where is the
permanency of knowledge to be
found? Few, if any, go to hear
Dr. Johnson conduct. Fewer
visit the Taft Museum, the con-,
servatory, go to plays, hear
individual concerts or lectures.
Probably fewer yet have heard
in Eden Park or know there is
of the contemporary Art Center
a new club being started this
semester to foster these ideas.
Where is all this refinement that
Xavier students are to have or
are to be striving for? I say there
is none.
When you enter into a conversation with your fellow students
it is not about the permanency
of knowledge, or of a lecture,
book, concert or building you
have read or seen, but your glib
talk is of the beer intake or
about the neat little chick
your buddy was · out with the
other night. Once again I say
there , is a lack of intellectual
curiosity on the part of most
students here at school.
It is about time the students
at Xavier ,became more interested in arts, instead of punch,
Judy and ~ports. Everyone needs
to acquire more knowledge especially- since we are to be
future leaders of this or that
community. Let us change our

Drink ·opposition
Leads Pat Boone

conversation from idleness to
active intellectual activity, things
which have a far greater per- .
manency than girls, beer, or NIT
bids.
I say this with all sincerety
that if the students of this school
are not interested in bettering
themselves and are not seeking

Tlieater-In-Round Toniglit At 8:00 p.1n.

new outlets to further their education (instead of the pseudoknowledge acquired at the local
pub) then they should leave
school, for they are not aiding
school.
themselves nor helping the
Yours truly,
J. Lloyd Lill

r.nest

ITALIAN PIZZA

Try a Capri Pina tonight - the
q.u a II t y Pl 11 a you can appreciate.

1

PIZZA

L1ut111 111 tll• s. I. Corner Tennessee

OPEN EVERY DAY - 4 P. M. 'till
l A. M.1 Fri., Sat. and sun. 'till
2 A.M.

ull 111111n1 1111111, lonll Hiii.
TIY THI FAMOUS CAPlll
11

GONDOLA"

1'111 neuest Slnllwlcll of tllem all I

a question about what'•
correct to wear.

Theater-In-Round Tonight At 8:00 p.m.

We'll do more than tell you.
We'll show you clothes in the

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience

tradition ol good taste, ·,,,
good fashion - and good value, tool
,.

Mahley

&

Carew

TWO FINE STORES
Carew Tower • Western Hills Plaza

MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLEDFREE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B R A K E M A N
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems • Sold Installed

•

•
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To Reject Offers

Who

ra~ whal.f~ ~Ormance / ness.
~ ride and o~ driving
quahties you want m a car.

·and smoother ndmg m the lowpriced three? Chevrolet has laid
the answer and the proof on
the line!
First, Chevrolet won the Auto
Decathlon over every car in its
field, and over the higher priced
cars that were tested, too. This
rugged ten-way test (right, below)
showed Chevrolet was the champ
in handling ease, braking, acceleration, passing ability, smooth-

Then, Chevy won the Pure
0il Perfonnance Trophy at
Daytona (left, below) as "best
perfonning U. S. automobile."
It's quite a feeling to know
that you are driving a car that
perfonns so well, responds so
beautifully and is so finely built.
You feel prou4, of course. But
you also enjoy a surer, smoother,
steadier way of going, a keen

cat-quick response of power, and
the easiest handling you've ever
experienced behind a wheel. Just
try this Chevrolet (VS or Six)
and see!

1 USA
CHEVROLET

Chevy showed it's still the champ •••
at Daytona ... and in the Decathlon!

Pat Boone, one of the singing
idols of American teenagers,
turned down thr"e offers for his
own network TV shows because
he felt the sponsors' products
conflicted with his obligation to
teenagers, TV GUJDE hes re·
ported;
Two of the programs Boone
· was offered were sponsored by
· cigaret companies; the third, by
a ·brewer.

f

!1 1 1 ~!

,._..r-1

"I realized these people wanted
me because of my lafiuenee with
teenaren," the 22-year-old singer
said. "I am penonally oppo1ed to
both smoking and drinking and
do not want to be responsible for
lnfluenelng anyone else ID taking
, them up."
Under his new contract with

ABC, the Columbia University
student has the privilege of ac·
cepting or rejecting sponsors. He
will receive $1,000,000 under his
new contract over a fiVP·year
period.
:
Boone actually stands to make'
about $400,000 this year, the mag·
azine noted, · from television,
movies and record sales. His rec·
ord sales over the liist two years
have totaled 8,000,000 copi~.
EDl'!'OR'S NOTE: Responsibil·

itu to teenagers, both as citizens
and consumers, is an too rare
these daus. Pat Boone's inteoritu
atands as an e.:rample to the business interest. that e~loit American teenager• thr~h popular
ainging stars.

ENTER CHEVROLET'S 1275,000 "LUCKY TRAVELER" CONTEST!

See Your Authorized· Chevrolet Dealer
•

•

Junior Prom Queen Voting April 10-12 in South Hall

•
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~-:-.. ·Aithough the NIT is. mo~·e than two weeks past, there is
still plenty of talk about Xavier's complete reversal of form
in the second half of the Bradley game. I~ seems that eyeryone
thinks the Muskies should have won gomg away. This could
be true, but this one game should never be used as the s.ole
basis for the season being good or bad. It's a shame, but I thmk
that the '56-'57 basketball squad will not b~ re.membered ~s
the team that compiled the second most wmnmg season m
Xavier's history, but they will be rem~mbered as the team
that blew a 21-point lead in the quarterfmals of the NIT.
After the game Coach Ned Wulk took all the blame for
the loss. Consequentiy, some of the Al.umni have been hoppi~g ·
on his back After looking at the movies of t~e game, one will
find out th~t the blame should not be laid entirely at his. feet.
I am not the only one of this opinion. A certain Xavier player
received a letter from an unknown fan in New York stating
that Wulk and Smith (UC's coach) are just too nice. He stated
that instead of taking the blame themselves, they s~ould both
stand in unison and shout, "We were robbed."
·
This may sound like sour-grapes to a lot of fans. I am not
trying to take anything away from the Bradley team. They
are a fine group of players and against Xavier, they just never
gave up. But still in all, they got more than they deserved.
This fan went on to say that he could not understand how a
team, down by 21, could go into a desperate zone press ~nd
then not only set a NIT scoring record (112) and a collegiate
Garden record (116), but could also set a ~ecord for f~ul
shooting. At least to me, he has a very good pomt. The movies
clearly show that more than once, a Xavier playe17 was ~ouled
while losing the ball. It was never called. How then 1s the
coach to be blamed?
Xavier should be well proud of the Musketeers. At the
start of the season, very few fans eyer ~reamed that the Mus.:.
kies, with ,three sophs in the startu:ig five, would ever go_ to
the quarterfinals for the second straight year. Instead of be~ng
run-downed, they should be congratulated for a very fme
season.
,
Odds and Ends-Jimmy Boothe is a much sought-after player
as far as after-college offers are concerned. The St. Louis
Hawks are more than interested, and at least two AAU clubs
(Peoria and Akron) would like to have the little man. It looks
'like Jimmy's ambition for coaching may have to take a backseat for several years .. ·' · If and when Ned Wulk decides to
leave Xavier, and this writer hopes that this will not be for
an awfully long time, tl~e _rumor has it that t.wo me:i:i .are very
much interested in obtammg the head coachmg position here.
One is a very successful frosh coach from one of the Kentucky
colleges and the other is a very successful coach from Pennsylvania. The reason for. the latter's wanting t~ leave is that
his school has de-emphasized basketball ..• Xavier's golf team
started the spring sports program off on the right foot by
downing the University of Kentucky squad 15-12 in a most
unusual match. The Muskie golfers won only one individual
match but won all the best-ball matches. The oddest match of
the day went to X's last duo to leave the first tee. They shot
an 81 and an 89 between them, but on the best:-oall card, they
had a 74 ... If anyone gets a chance, loolc at the catcher's glove
Terry McDuff wears during a game. The glove is an experimental model designed by Ray Baldwin, the Musketeer trainer
and golf coach.

MHskie Golfers
Blast Kentucky

RUBERG STARTS FIRST SEASON AS
HEAD COACH AGAINST REBELS

By Ed .4tlam1

By Gordon Cra&0/ord

This past .Monday may have
been April Fool's Day, but the
Rebels
tied
Bellarmine
of
Louis·
Baseball is here again as
Xavier golf team members
Xavier University's baseball ville for the KIAC championship six
were playing no jokes as they
last
year
and
boasted
a
9-4
rec·
nine open their 19 - game
downed Kentucky's Wildcats by
spring baseball schedule to- ord.
Looking over the Muskie nine, . the score of 15-12. While the rain
day against Villa Madonna's
Rebels at 3:30 p.m. on the Xavier the infield is practically intact came down, Ray Baldwin's" green
from last year. Joe Witskin, first hounds" were busily at work
field.
While the Xavier baseball, base, Tony Salem at second, with · putting the 'Cats in their cages.
In the first match of the afterteams of the past few years have Corrigan backing him up, Tom
been nothing to shout about, this McDevitt back at third along noon, Mike Conliffe, frosh brothyear's squad is out to give people with Flo Sokolowski. At short- er of Tim Conliffe, former Xavsomething to talk about. One stop, a sophomore, Frank Ledi- ier star of the green, lost to
reason: a new boss with pro ex- mier has been looking great. Last Pruntz of UK, 3-0. Senior Jim
' perience and an outstanding rec- year's fine shortstop Marty Far- Sassens pulled down a tie with
ord· as a baseball coach. Don Ru- rel will probably be behind the Kloecker of Kentucky. Both men
berg, frosh basketball coach who bat but will see action on the took 1.5 points apiece. Best ball
now succeeds Ned Wulk as head infield too. Jim Ritchlin is also of that foursome went to Xavier,
man led Elder to two straight there.
2-1.
state baseball championships in
Ludwig Returns
The second foursome of the
1955 and 1956. He also pitched
In the outfield, Butch Ludwig day saw the strong veteran midfor Cedar Rapids in the Three-I returns to his center field post, dle section of the Muskie golfers
League. Another reason, eight re- Jerry Wessels is in left while composed of John Bien and Bob
turning letterm n along with Taglia, Pieper and Sida are fight- Lindenschmidt victorious in the
some sharp sophomores eager to ing it out for right. Farrel, as best ball match, 3-0. Bien in his
play ball.
mentioned, will probably catch match succeeded in gaining a tie
Villa Awaits
with Terry McDuff and Gieske in with John Brown of Kentucky at
Baseball fans will get their first re~erve. The mound corps boasts 1.5 points per man. Bob Lindcnlook at the Musketeers against veterans Norb Rombach, a lert- scbmidt was more successful as
Villa Madonna, a team.that boasts hander, Jack Giesler, a righty he aced Gene Spragens, 3-0.
eight vets including big 6·6 Larry and three sophomores, southpaws
~ookJes Jn Thriller
Staverman, basketball star, who Gordon Crawford and Dick. TabThe final .match of the day was
will probably get the starting ler, and right-hander George
the real thriller. John Dumbachcall against the Muskies. The Haas.
'
er, former Purcell standout, and
Don Olberting, an ex-New YorkXavier University Varsity Basketball Statistics (won 20, lost 8)
er, combined to down their oppogs gp min. rbds a fga fgm % fta ftm % pf pts. avg. sition in the best ball match,
Freeman, F-C 28 28 877 526 48 345 156 .453 189 122 .646 85 434 15.5 not quite as successful in the inViviano, F
23 28 873 284 23 321 134 .41'7 138 101 .732 58 369 13.2 dividual matches as .they dropped
Stein, G
21 27 '751 62 fjl 302 128 .424 143 109 .763 67 365 13.5 th~ir matches 1-2 and .5-2.5 reBoothe, G
27 28 BOB 54 59 300 '116 .386 111 84 .756 36 316 11.3 spectively. All in all, however,
Tartaron, C
1'7 28 585 211 6 201 73 .363 138 86 .623 88 232 8.3 it was a very successful trip for
Stahl, G
7 26 471 50 53 159 64 .402 45 31 .690 46 159 6.1 Xavier's linkmen.
Albrinck, F
4 28 381 110 4 121 50 .415 48 32 .667 37 132 4.7
Olberding, :F
6 23 258 95 3 79 34 .431 51 22 .432 25 90 3.9
WE GOOFED
Courchaine~ C 5 23 264 111 5 86 36 .419 25 . 14 .560 46 86 3.7
Puthoff, F
1 18 119 42 4 37 16 .433 30 21 .700 21 53 2.9
It was learned recently,
Tomlin, G
1 24 168 18 6 53 16 .302 13 7 .538 23 39 1.6
much to the chagrin of the
Dentinger, G O 13 90 7 6 32 9 .280 12 5 .41'7 13 23 1.7
Xavier News Sports Dept.,
X Totals
- 28 5650 1568 268 2056 832 .404 942 634 .673 547 2298 82.1
that Jocko Serika, Xavier
Opp. Totals
- 28565011231911999
693 .346 93~ 650 .696 574 2036 72.7
..,
Frosh Football standout, was
not, as erroniously reported
in The .News, ineligiblt:· The
sports dept. regrets the incident very much and wishes
Mr. Serika and the Xavier
football team the best of luck
in the coming year.
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3616 Montgomeq Road
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Of The Dorms
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ECONOMICAL ACADEMIC YEAR :
En;on In o full program of Engll1h taught I
course• at tho University of Vienna. Liva. In
o Vlanna10 homo. Laorn to 1paalc German
fluently. Participate In throe Hparata study
tours through eight countrl••· Integrate 1tudy ·
oncl travel for a 9ra11 roots 9ro1p of cont•porory European problam1. Thia two-Hma1tar
program lasts 10 months. Round trip ocean
tron1portatlon is covered In tho oll lnclu1lv•
fee of
$1780.
For Information ond oppllcotlon form1,
fill out this coupon and mail to:

THE INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES

"A non•proflt corporotlon"
·
35 East Wacker Dr., ·
Chicago 1, Ill.
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Dorltjust Sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
(Naturally, we'd be happier, tool)
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BASKETBALL BANQUET CAPS XAVIER SEASON
Coaches Preserit Awards To Varsity, Frosh Crews;
Muskies Name Captain, MVP, All 011po11e11t Team
By Bob QHccmm, News Assistant Sports Editor
Thursday, March 28, Xavier's basketball Musketeers held
their annual banquet in the main ballroom of the Hotel Sinton.
It was a fitting close for one of the best basketball seasons
ever seen here at Xavier. Announcements of importance were
made including the naming of a most valuable player and the
presentation of the '57-'58 hardwood captain. Principles of the
speaking program reviewed the '56-'57 season and in general
brought things to a fitting close.

The very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., principal speaker of the
evening, had some profitable advice. and some well·chosen ·comments to set forth. His vote of
confidence for coach Ned Wulk
was very appropriate and much
deserved.
·
Frosh numerals were presented
to Charley Phillips, Ducky Castelle, Ricky Jannott, Bill Middendorf, Jim Kervan, Al Guqdrum,
and manager Tom Queenan.
Coach Ruberg paid the frosh a
special tribute for their fighting
spirit and determination.
Senior Awards
Special senior awards were
presented to John Albrinck, Ray
Tomlin, Franny Stahl, and Jimmy Boothe. A special trophy in
honor of the N.I.T. appearance
was presented to each of the
players. Frank Tartaron, Tony
Olberding, Stu Courchaine, Joe
Viviano, Corny Freeman, Hank
Stein, Jim Dentinger, and Jim
Puthoff were also presented with
letters. During the introduction
of the players Coach Wulk made
several. interesting comments.
Concerning the team he said
"they're the best I've ·ever
coached." He also pointed out
that the '56-'57 Musketeers had
faced some extreme emergencies
and that thirigs which happened
this year won't happen again
next year. This is as good an
answer as any to the many ques-

tions which were asked after the
final game of the season.
'57-'58 Captain Named
It was announced that the '57'58 captain of the Xavier basketball team would be Frank Tartaron, Xavier's 6'7" center. This
is quite an honor for· the muchtravelecl senior. It seems a bit

.

··.

Capt. Frai~k 'Tartaro~
ironic that only a few short seasons ago "Tar" was just another
guy at Notre Dame fighting his
way through the intra-mural
wars at the famed Indiana school.
This is an honor which Frank
not only is quite capable of handling, but one · which he richly
deserves•

Wulk Sourht
The only sour note which crept
in, was the announcement in the
papers ·that coach Wulk was
being sought by both Louisiana
State University and the Arizona
State Tempe as head basketball
coach. It was later learned and
publici<1ed in t'he locall papers
that Coach Wulk was traveling
to Arizona to look over the situation out there. We certainly
hope that Xavier doesn't lose
Coach Wulk. He has never been
anything · but most cooperative
with the X.U. News sports staff
these past years.
All-Opponents
Prior to the banquet the Muskies chose an all-opponent team
which was made up of the outstanding players faced by Xavier
cluring the past season. Named as
the best individuals faced by the
Musketeers this year were Jim
Krebs, 6-9 center from S.M.U.
and .. Dick .. Gaines ..the .."Pirate
Wizard" from Seton Hall. These
were the only two unanimous
choices on the team. In addition
to Gaines and Krebs the Muskies'"
l>lacccl Jim Morgan of Louisville,
Guy Rodgers of Temple, and
Barney Cable of Bradley on the
first team.
Named to the second team
were Charlie Tyra of Louisville,
Jerry Paulson of Manhattan,
Connie Dierking of U.C., Wayne
Embry of Miami, and Joe Berdardie of Iona. Ralph Crosthwaite, Johnny Powell, George
Kline, Jack Stevens, Shelly McMillon, Wayne Stevens, and Jim
Palmer received honorable mention. The most outstanding teams
faced by Xavier this year were
University of Louisville and
Bradley.
It was also announced that the
most valuable player by vote of

players, coaches, and News sports
staff was the "leaping lizard"
from DePorres High School, Cornelius Freeman. There is no
question of whether Corny de~
served this honor. He led the
team in aln1ost every department
and, in general, was the' allaround outstanding player of the
year. This was the first time in

Corny Freeman

the history of the trophy that the
awa1'd had been giveh to a sophomore. When the award was initiated by Jim Keefe, sports editor
of the Xavier News, he stated
that "the most valuable player
award is intended as an annual
tribute to the player who has
contributed most to the team effort during the past season."
There is no other player on the
'56-'57 Musketeer basketball team
who fits this description better
than Corny Freeman.

All-Stars Win
'57 lntramu1·al
Basketball Meet
By Bifl lflason
Two weeks ago ten teams from
the various sections of the intramural leagues began tournament
the long journey on the tournament trail. The X-Hawks, led by
Eddie Thomas were edged in the
last twenty-five seconds of the
game by Jerry \Vessel's Nationals
by ...a score of 54-53. That same
night they were joined in a victory celebration by the Lushes
who hacl just downed the Volunteers, 56-44.
The following Wednesday saw
the scalping of the Little Hoyas
by the All-Stars ·by a score of
60-42. Also on that same bill was
the scalping of the Crew Cuts
by the Indians by a score of
61-49. That night the Nats were
erased by the La vendar Hill
Mob, 51-45.
Stars Victorious
The semi-finals saw the Lushes
win by a forfeit and then bit~ the
dust of the high-shooting AllStars, 38-32. That same night the
Indians knocked off the Lavender Hill Mob, 54-47. In the final
round of intramural play the All
Stars beat the Indians for ·the
basketball championships' of the
league. Thus the "fight or die
league" basketball program came
to a close.

___
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CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

2 Minutes From Xavier
· (One Block South of Dana)
JEffenon 1-9388

•

WINSTON scores top marks for flavor !
WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!

Moiet~

LIKE A
CIGARETTE

SHOULD/

•What's all ·the shouting about? Flavor!
Full, rich flavor - in a filter smoke! Yes,
and Winston's exclusive filter - a filter that

does its.job so well the flavor really comes
through to you. Here's a filter cigarette
college smokers can enjoy! Get Winston!

with

WINSTON

R. J, REYNOLDe

TODACCO CO,,

Switch to Wl•SJON Americas best-selling, best-tasting filter dgarettel
/

'
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WINSTON•SALEM, N. C .
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Penance Key To Miraculous Happenings At Lourdes

Winifl·ed Feely Tells. OJ ~lirc1eles And Cm·es A..t
Famous French Slil'i11e To St1ule11t Convocation
Ed

U

By Frank ~lcGee, N ervs 1 cmagillg
itor
On March 6 there was not much said among the students
on campus about the "A" series convocation that was going
to take place at 1:30 in the Armory. No one was excited about
such a mere thing as a convocatio~.. In fact, the h-sudl "~d
rather pay the dollar" line was muc 111 vogue on t IS ay Y

many many students. But wait!
'
d" g
What if someone was sprea m
the rumor that a "saint" or an
apostle of Jesus was the guest
t" ?
speaker at this convoca ion.
Would the armory have been
ld
packed? I'm sure it wou ·
The score or two of students
that did come for this convocation can all tell you that they
wodld not have been mor" impressed by an apostle or "saint"
because the guest speaker was
all of these combined. The prominent guest was Mrs. Winifr,,d
Feely, who has dedicat~d the
rest of her life to the handicapped
and sick at Lourdes, France.
You might ask why Mrs. Feely
has given up her whole life for
this task. It so happens that our
guest, in her past, had an inc~rable tumor in her chest, which
could not be operated on because
of the position it was in. Mrs.
Feely goes on to explain that
after two baths in the miraculous
waters of Lourdes she was cured.
In everyone's mind, Lourdes
appears as a "wonder place"
where you bathe yourself in a
pool of water, and you come out
cured. This is a wrong conceptiori of this holy place. Even our
Blessed Mother did not ever mention anything about curing anybody; she stressed penance. The
"miracle" of Lourdes is the response of the crowds. Last year
41h million pi 1 grim s, 20,000
stretchers, 12,500 thousand wheel
chairs, thousands of walking
sick, and three iron lungs.
(Continued from Page 1)
will begin with two rounds on
Saturday morning. After lunch,
the names of the 8 teams with
the best record will be announced.
These teams will then enter
eliminations for the Championship Trophy. The other 16 teams
will debate two more rounds to
decide the winner of the Consolation Trophy. The final debate
will be held at the concluding
banquet on Saturday evening in
the Hall of Mirrors. After the
debate, the results will be announced, and Judge Marx will
award the prizes. The winning
college will receive a large trophy; the coach, a cash award of
$50; and the victorious debaters
desk pen sets. There will also be
second-place and consolation trophies.
The tournament is made possible through the generosity of
Judge Robert S. Marx, a prominent Cincinnati attorney. Judge
Marx has had a distinguished
career. He served as a Captain in
World War I, and was decorated
several times. He was judge of
the Superior Court of Cincinnati
from 1920 to 1926, and at one
time taught at Xavier's College
of Law. At the present time he is
a member of the Ohio, Michigan
and Illinois Bars.
Members of the Philopedian
Debating Society will serve as
chairmen for the debates on Friday and Saturday. Frank Hamel,
President of the Society, will
assist the moderator, Rev. Vincent J. Horrigan, S.J., in run~ing
the tournament.
From all indications, .the 2nd
Robert S. Marx National Invitational Debate Tournament will
be even more successful than
last year's f i n e tournament,
which "put Xavier on the map"
in debating circles.

to Lourdes leaves just in the
same way. A special grace is
given to aU who come. For the
sick who come and don't receive
a physical cure, they receive a
"state of mind" cure, which is
Light In Suffering. The sick
know that their sufferings can
be offered up to God.
In Lourdes,all the work that.
has to be done is done by volunteers.
one is paid for a thing.
Some well known and· prominent
people visit Lourdes under fieticious names ~o they won't
aroµse attention. Some of the
jobs that must be performed are:
fixing sick beds, preparing food,
mending, and the all-important
bathing. There is a special group
of men who are stretcher-bearers;
who actually take vows, to serve
the sick. The vows are joy and
charity. always towards the sick.
These stretcher bearers wear allleather straps around them if
they have been there 25 years.
Other ones who have not been
there that long ,wear straps only
partially.
There is nothing miraculous
about the water of Lourdes in

No

Mrs. Feely
Lourdes is a place of prayer
and sacrifice. No one that comes

Itself. It is what Our Lady does to the water and bathed. Sud·
with the water. The water has denly her legs were straightened,
been tested against plain water and she· walked. The next case
from other pools; it is identical ·was a woman who had been in a
except for a high count ol iron.
hospital for 13 years. She was in
Another notewor,thy fact is suoh pain that she had asked God
that a person has never died in to take her, but the main reason
this pool-even people so sick ' she wanted to be taken was be·
that a slamming door would cause she was such a burden to
l
Sh
d ·f
make them drop dead or those everyone e se.
e was cure o
"scar tissue" which cannot be
who are dying with pneumonia ·
and the like. Even though the cured instantaneously.
water in Lourdes contains germs
Mrs. Feely also told of an
by the thousands, there has ·
.
athiest who was brought to the
never been a person contracting ·pool of Lourdes because he had
a disease "'ho has bathed in the
··
..
been crushed between two freight
water.
trains; Even while he was laylnr
Before going on with some there in the box, hardly moving,
specific cases of people being he was cursing God. It so hap·
cured at Lourdes, the restrictions pened that a· priest was extendlaid upon anything which is ing the host Jn the air, and all of
classed as a re.al miracle must be a sudden something threw him
noted. The cure must be instan- out of the box, and he landed on
taneous and perfect. Anything his knees praying. Be was cured
less is not a miracle in the strict of all his cuts and broken bones.
sense. Even Mrs. Feely's cure was He now is a stretcher bearer.
not classed as a miracle.
In conclusion, Mrs. Fee 1 y
The first case that Mrs. Feely pointed out that we don't have
spoke of was that of a little girl to go to Lourdes to help others;
whose lPgs were twisted and we can help others by our prayers
crooked and who, of course, and by Our Lady's words, "Pencould not walk. She was brought ance, Penance, Penance."

-----------~------------------------------------------------

LAI .STUDENTS (and most folks with a

WHAT'$ A MAN WHO INVEST$
IN A COOKIE COMPANYf

LUTHlll COOKE
WAH FOHi?

:flair fo~ the scientific) know that one
Lucky is an Ample Sample-conclusive
evidence that Luckies are the finest
smoking anywhere! Check this yourself. Try a couple-or a carton. You'll
find that every Lucky tastes as good ·
as the first one. You see, every Lucky
is mad~ of fine tobacco ... mild, good.
tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to
tast.e even bett.er. Light up a Lucky
right now. You'll agree Luckies are the
beet-tasting cigarett.e you ever smokedi

Cracker Backer
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Siou:ic Woo
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KENT STATE
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Hilch Pilch
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Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25
for all we use-and for hundteds that never see print.
So send stacks of 'em with your
name, address, college and cJaes
to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Boz 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
WHAT 1$ A SMAllT SHE·GOATt

MAICIA WILLIAMI
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Canny Nanny

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
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Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
machine guns being stolen by
Do~ Camillo and secret police
agen·t, climaxes on a somber
note on Christmas eve as the
weary priest and Peppone paint
crib figures while discussing the
ever present world problem of
men's needs and the finding the
means to satisfy those needs.
Broadway does not find stage
versions that follow film ventures commercially sound. However, Father Hartke has presented his version entirely inde- .
pendent of the film. The two
techniques are so radically different that they demand some
comparison. The film, complete
vith mysterious Lord's voice
from nowhere, took Don Camillo
through a greater number of
incidents and details than the
stage would allow.
But the Washington presentation iikewise gives, through
excellent set and stage direction ·
combined with well constructed
scenes (by students in property
work at Catholic U.), Don Camillo a good number of sidesplitting episodes. The bicycle
scene, where he is speeding ·in
hot pursuit of Peppone through
the countryside, was realistic
even though the clouds didn't
screech to as fast a halt as did
his bicycle.
The fiery little Italian priest
sputters and spits in true Gen..:
ovesa style. He paces the sacristy
floor; he is tender and warm to
thos who seek his advice; he is
crushed and hand-wringingly
despondent when the welfare of
his people and his Church must
receive aid from those under the
Communist 1banner.
Tom Kelly at first seemed
weak as Peppone but one soon
realized, that he was just a
simple Italian farmer in politican's boots and he 1became real
as one saw the Catholic beneath
the red ribbon across his battered costume of high hat and
tails.
Perhaps the key to the play
can be seen in Don Camillo's
answer to the Lord after being
admolished for his rought treatment of Peppone and his little
band of Communist villagers.
The Lord explains to Don Camillo why these people are acting as they are and why Don
Camillo should treat them tenderly. But the priest knows 1better, "Lord," he answers, "you
know people, I know Italians."
The play is not all fun. Mixed
in with the clever and tricky
repartees between the Lord, Don
Camillo, Peppone, and the villagers, there is a large portion
of the penetrating political satire
rcently seen in John Patrick's
"Teahouse."
Catching an intermission cigarette in the chill air outside the
Washington theatre it occured
that besides proving an interesting experiment in determining
th real quality of a work which
has already played to large audiences through the motion picture version, the play brings
' something rarely found to the
theatre. The stage version of
The Little World of Don Camillo
presents to the hundreds of non·
professional theatrical groups an
excellent dramatization of a
work which might never have
been made available to them.
0

The Key
Temperance is to the body
what religion is to the soul, the
foundation and source of health
and strength and peace.-Tyron
Edwards.

Good Enough
I have four good reasons for
being an abstainer-my head is
clearer, my health is better, my
heart is lighter, and my purse is
heavier.-Guthrie

Undergrads To Participate
In "4lumni Oratorical Contest
The 65th annual Alumni Oratorical Contest will be held
this year on Thursday evening, April 25, at 8 p.m. in the Albert
D. Cash Memorial Room: A valuable gold medal, provided by
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For Meals at Home •••
For Lunches at Work or School . .•

-~J..~QUALITY v CHEKD
ICE CREAM

HOMOGENIZED MILK

the Xavier University Alumni Association, will be awarded
to the contestant who delivers the best original oration. Re(with Vitamin D)
freshments and a social will versity are eligible to enter the
follow the program.
contest. Entry blanks may be
This annual oratorical contest obtained at the switchboard in
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
is one of Xavier's oldest tradi- Hinkle Hall, and may also be
and Refreshing Dessert! At your Favorite
tions. It had its origin in the deposited there when filkd out.
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
speech program celebrating Each entrant must submit his
1-5880, or ask your French-Bauer driver!
Washington's 1birthday in the application, stating the topic of
~
-/ ~
- I
amo DAIRY PRODUCTS SINCE 1 U2
early days of the college. The his speech, by Friday, April 12.
;s•~'~ "It 009ta no more to use the bestr•
first of these programs was held The qualification round for the
in 1841. Ever since 1893, the finals will be held on Tuesday
Alumni Association has awarded evening, April 23, at 7: 30 p.m.
a gold medal for the best oration in the Cash Room. Each contestgiven at the annual contest. ant must at that time submit
Among past winners are the a type-written copy of his speech
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S.J., pro- and deliver his 10-minute orafessor of English, Dr. Raymond tion, on some serious topic. The
(APPROVED FOR VETERANS)
J. McCoy, dean of the Graduate names of those who are chosen
School, Dr. Edward A. Doering, for the finals will be announced
instructor in business law and immediately after all the conEnglish, the Rev. T. Lincoln testants have been heard.
Bouscaren, S.J., Procurator GenThe finals will then be held
23
eral of the Society of Jesus, and
Dr. Vincnt E. Smith, professor on Thursday evening, April 25,
Write to: Dean of Admissions, Box P
of philosophy at Notre Dame. at 8: 00 p.m. A specially selected
~fexico City College
panel
of
judges
will
decide
the
The medal was won last year
winner,
who
will
receive
his
Km. 16 Carrete1·a l\'Iexico·Toluca
by Jame N. Perry, who is now
a senior, majoring in psychol- medal at the Honors ConvocaMexico 10, D.F.
tion on May 6.
ogy.
(Continued
on
Page
9)
All undergraduates in the uni---------------------------------------------------------

\

WHY NOT STUDY IN MEXICO?
Mexico City College

S1tmmer Sessions
Workshops
Bachelor's and Master's P1·ogra1ns
]1tne 11-July 16; · July l8-Aug1tst

11

A big c~mpany works for me • • •

II

JOHN D. EVANS, University of Pennsylvania, 195Z

"I began working on a training program for General
Electric in the summer of '52. Right now, I'm 'Employee and Plant Community Relations Manager' of
my company's new plant in Burlington, Iowa. One of
the advantages I found in wo1:king for a big company
such as General Electric is that, because of its size,
it is able to give me, and other college-graduate employees like me, a wide variety of training and experience in any one of 159 plants all over the country.
Through an extensive on-the-job training program,
it is providing me with the opportunity to become
one of the top men in my field, and I know that as
Jong as I apply myself to each job, I'll keep moving up.
The way I look at it, General Electric is helping me
help.myself. That's why I say .J'm working for a big
company, but a big company works for me, too."

•

•

•

This wide framework of opportunity is a unique
characteristic of a company of General Electric's

size. 27-year-old John Evans is just one example of
the thousands of college graduates at General Electric,
each being given the opportunity for self-development
so that he may grow and realize his full potential.
As our nation's economy continues to expand in the
years ahead, thousands of young people of leadership
caliber will be needed to fill new positions of responsibility in American industry. General Electric feels
that by- assisting young people like John Evans in a
planned program of person.al growth, we have found
one way of meeting this need.
A Manager of Employee and Plant Community Relations at
General Electric holds a responsible position: he handles em•
ployee benefits, health and safety, training, wage and salary
administration, and community relations.

1hlgl8$ Is

°"'

GENERAL

Mw lmpol'Mnf T+ot/vd
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The Night Side of The Ne·ws
Peace, But When?
The new powderkeg of the world is. the Middle East. The
determined independence of the reborn nation of Israel
faces the fierce nationalism of Egypt and the other Arab
nations. Complicating the problem is the disunity of western
nations in their relations with the Middle East, and the Soviet
hobby of fishing in troubled waters. World War III, an atomic
war or hydrogen war, could begin in this area.
The optimists say it won't happen. The U.N. with U.S.
support will solve the problem and bring peace to the Middle
East. This may be true, but grave doubts are permissable.
The bitter hatred between Arab and Israeli is not a
modern development. On the contrary, this rancor goes back
through the centuries. Not two modern nations, but two
ancient xaces quarrel in the twentieth century as they have
for so long a time before.
The U.N. can bring a temporary peace to the Middle E;ast.
A lasting peace, however, will only come when there has been
a dedicated -and successful-effort to obliterate the bloodhatred between Arab and Jew. -Robert Feldman

SPRING

u1 beg your pardon, pretty Miss,
But would you give me one small kiss?"
"And why should I do such a thing?"
"Becaitse, my dear, today it's spring
Because there's romance in the air

Because you are so very fair!"•
"There's a lot in what you've said.
Okay~ kiss me ••• go ahead."

Miss Diebl1

Lolinge, Please

Miss Juclitlt Dieltl

oes a person cease to be a social being when he enrolls
in a night school? The answer, obviously, is no. Yet there Join~ EC Staff;
is Ii ttle opportunity for social life on the Evening College
Art
Campus. The students who arrive early for class either stand lnstt·ucts
around in the halls or else retire to the library, where, quite
A new member of the E.C.
logically, no talking is allowed. Since there are vacant rooms Faculty is Miss Judith Diehl.
in the college, why couldn't one of these be made into a Miss Diehl is the instructor of
student lounge? A ·coke machine, a few tables and chairs-and Introductory Art which is a
the students would- be able to congregate to swap ideas and, short term course here.
in general, get acquainted with their fellow students. The
Upon graduation from Mt.
question is-would the students themselves appreciate it- Notre Dame Academy in 1950,
would they make use of a student lounge if one should be Miss Diehl attended the Cinestablished? We think so.
cinnati Art Academy for two

D

In

Diel You? Voting lias been underway
since Monday in determining
who will be chosen at the
Spring Formal on May 11 for
the title of the Lady of the Evening College.
Girls serving on the Election
Committee have been working
at the polls distributing ballots
to those students attending the
Evening · College during this
week. Of the thirty-three girls
nominated, each student may
vote for three.
Remember, fellows, Friday is
the last day to vote and married men as well as single are
entitled to vote.

Pltiy
Ball!
James Sicilliano, manager of
the one al}sl only sport at the
Evening College is organizing
another soft ball team for this
coming season.
Male students and faculty
members of Evening College
interested in joining the team
may do so by signing up at the
bulletin ·board in the main hall.
The Opening game will be
played late in April. The team
is a member of the CYO League.

and a half years and then went
on to study in Dueselldorf. Miss·
Diehl' is again returning to
Europe this summer for, further
study.
Outside of teaching at Xavier,
Miss Diehl does sculpture work,
painting and is presently taking
portrait commissions. Most of her
interests and hobbies are centered around her work . . . art.
Teaching as a full time career
is her future goal. As she so
nicely puts it; "I enjoy teaching
so much that it doesn',t even
seem like work."·
Last year the Evening College
came within one game of winning the Championship. Let's
play ball!!!

MORAL1 Faint heart never won
real satisfaction in smoking. If you
like your pleasure BIG, smoke for
real-smoke Chesterfield. Packed
more smoothly by ACCU •RAY,
it's the smoothest tasting
smoke today.
Smo~•

for !!!! ... smoke Chesterfleldl

$60 for ever:y plailoaophical WI'# ~ptff for pu6lica·
lion. Che1~rjield, P.O. Bo:& 21, New Yori 46, N.Y.
OUnet1 &llrftl Tuboceo Co,

2J2J2

Too

lmport~n_t

To Forget--

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodbum 1-2474

...

AS NAVIG-ATOR OR PILOT
The flying U. S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft and men
who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important to
the defense of America.

GET ON
THE TEAM
THAT DEFENDS
AMERICA

You, as a young man, of intelligence and sound physical health, may join this
· select group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. Y9,yr training
will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be..:...and you'll be
earning over $6,000 a year 18 months after training.* .
If you are betwe.en 19 and 26% years of age, investigate your opportunities as an
Aviation Cadet in t~·e U.S. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to
college graduates. For details, write: Aviation Cadet .Information, P.O. Box 7608,
Washington 4, O. C.
•eased on ll~Y of miinied tst Lieuten1nt on
-

lli11ht status with 2 years' service or more.

Graduate-Then Fly ... U. S. A.IR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM
I
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Views were expressed, however,
and, in particular, it was felt that
selecting alternate delegates to
attend meetings for the absent
members would be unfair to the
student body who had elected
their representative and that
the situation could lead to serious abuses.

SJudent Council Hears Two Parking "Gripes";
Elections B~ard, Budgets, Meetings Discussed
By Don Bar11l1orst, Collncil Correspo11de11t
The twentieth meeting of the Student Council was fa~ed
with a rather light agenda Monday. As a result, the meeti.ng
was conducted on the order of a discussion period in which
Council members offered various items for the consideration
of the council as a whole.

.

-

First, however, Ed Sajewski,
president of Council, announced
the members of this y,ear's Student Board of Elections. Harry
Carson and Jim Perry were
selected as Senior representatives, Dave Melancon as Junior
representative, Jim Foster as
Sophomore delegate, and Paul
Haley as the Freshman appointee.
Nominations for candidacy must
be presented to members of
this board -before a student can
qualify· for elections to be held
'May 6 and 7.
Parking
Bill Sena spoke on behalf of
(tene Noble, the University's
friendly guardian. of the.parking
lots. Many students fail to appreciate the . loyal and dutiful
service that Gene performs for
the University. Gene, however,
has a "gripe" regarding the use
of the University Drive which
he would like to state directly
to the student :body. Some students seem not to realize that the
Drive is for the use of the faculty
alone and is not to be used by
students either for parking pur, poses or for entrance to the
Brockman parking lot.
Budgets
The last item on the regular
agenda was the Frosh Hop
budget submitted by Jim Tasto.
The May 3 dance is for the class
of '60 only and, as last year, 1is
to 1be held at the Kenwood
Country Club. The question was
raised about the nearness of the
Frosh Dance date to the Junior
Prom, and members of both dance
committees were instructed to
coordinate their advertising programs So that attendance at
neither dance would be hurt.
More Parking
The meeting then opened to
. topics for discussions, and the
first item considered was the
prospect of having an attendant
at the Tibbles Avenue parking
lot to insure maximum use of the
available parking space. It was
the opinion of Council that at
present the need was not critical,
but that in future years, and
possibly ·by next year, the number of cars 1b eing parked on
campus would be so great that
an attendimt would be necessary. The possiblity of _erecting
a fence around the lot was also
mentioned and Bill Sena reported that such a fence· could
be set up for a cost of less than
$200. The purpose of . such .a
fence, it should be mentioned, 1s
not to keep people out of the
lot, ibut to discourage students
from "shortcutting" through the
ya;I'dS of the houses on Ledge-

Oratorical Contest
(Continued ·from Page ;n
Students and faculty of Xavier University are · urged to
attend this 62nd Alumni Orator- ·
ical Contest, and thus show their
support for a worthwhile activity.

Bridge Tourney
A closing issue in the nature

of a letter from the University
of Cincinnati consumed the final
few minutes of Council's allotted
hour. The letter concerned a
bridge tourney to be held May
4 at 1 p.m. on the U. C. campus.
Students interested in participating in the tourney are asked
to contact Roger Shay in Brockman 8 by Tuesday, April 9.

Why don't more Xavier students take advantage of the radio,
television, music, and dramatic
classes offered at the Radio-TV
Arts Dept. of the College-Conservatory o f Music? Credits
earned towards a minor there are
accepted at Xavier. A wide variety of interesting classes and the
use of the equipment of WCET,
Cincfnnati's educational television
station, are available. Two summer sessions will be held with
the first beginning on June 16.
Further details may be had by
calling PArkway 1-0538.

·~~~~~~~~~~~~--.
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PLUS 50
LAND CAMERA
PRIZES.

PICK THE PACK
THAT· SUITS YOU BEST
Yes, try L&M in the new Crush·proof Box.
Try the handy L& MPack •••.then finish the
limerick about the pack that suits y~u best!

\MM
_Fly around the world this summer r
,The adventure of a Lifetime •.• is waiting for You!
Travel the route of JUies Verne's fabulous
hero to the most romantic places in the
world. London! Paris ... Rome ... Istanbul
•.. Calcutta ... Hong Kong ... Tokyo!
This could be your summer vacation . . .
79.days of enchantment with all expenses
paid. And all you have to do is write one
simple line of English!
Just finish the limerick about the pack
· that suits you best • . . the Crush-proof
L&M Box or the Handy L&M Pack. See
siinple rules in box below ... and send in
your entry TODAY!
~
EASY CONTEST RULES

LIH

.
NEW CRUSH PROOF [, M BOX
cou~

Said a popular B.M.O.C.: Said a Phi Beta Kappa
named Jack:
"The New Crush-proof Box
"I go for the L&M Pac~!
is for me!
It's so handy to tote,
It closes so tight,
In my shirt or my coat,
Keeps my L&M's right,

,,

-------------------------· ·-------------------------

Finish the limcrickbabout which~yer
L&M pack suits you est.
Send your lasht ILineMwith kthe wrapplier
Trip around the
or box from t e & pac you pre er
(a facsimile will do) ••. along with your
world in 79 days
name and address, to L&M, P.O. Box
1635, New York 46, N. Y.
3; Contest restricted to college students.
Entries must be postmarked no later
than midnight, April 30, 1957.
11
Polaroid Highlander" 4. Entries_ will. ~e j~dge~ on. literary exLand cameras
prcssion, ongmahty, smcenty and aptness of thought. Decision of our judges
(Contest void wherei•er illegal) is final. Winners will be notified by mail.
01957, Liggett & My11rs Tobacco Co.------...;,,_ _ _ _ __.

FIRST PRIZE
NEXT 50
PRIZES

nc mo11

1.

2.

Get Full,· Exciting Flavor
Plus the Pure White Miracle .Tip
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wood Avenue.
Question Of Time
The next point for discussion
cil members, after election, findinvolved the possibility of Couning themselves confronted with
extenuating circumstances which
would prevent their attendance
at meetings. 'fhe Constitution
contains a paragraph calling for

the dismissal from office of
members who have three unexcused absences in a row, but no
provision is made for those students who have valid excuses,
such as a class occuring at the
same time as the meeting. The
possiblity of an increased number of classes bing held at the
1: 30 time on Monday, due to
lack of classroom space, brought
up the much-kicked-around subject of evening Council meetings.
A definite decision was not
reached on either subject, Council absences or evening meetings.

Radio-TV Arts
Credits Offer
Macie To Xavier·

10 ?AY lOLWilAN~
AAEN'T ~LL·lOUIWEI>!
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Campus Glances
Celebration Invitation
Two members of the faculty,
Dr. Edward J. Goodman, director of the Institute of Hispanic
Studies and Dr. Matias G. Vega,
associate director of the Institute
and president of the Cincinnati
Pan-American Society, are serving on the Pan-American Committee for the celebration of
Pan-American Day, Saturday,
April 13, at the Alms Hotel at
8:30 p.m.
Reservations for the celebration may be obtained by calling
REdwood 1-9533 or MAin 1-4360.

Intci·nc1tio1wl Prog1·mn
On April 91 the Cincinnati A7t
Museum will present a pubhc
program. Gustave von Groschwitz, senior curator and curator of prints, will conduct a
gallery tour of the "Inter;11~
tional Color Woodcuts Exh1b1tion " following the showing of
the 'mms, "Ink and Rice .Pa:;e7"
and "Japenese Printmaking m
the auditorium at 8 P·~·

Books Offe1·ed
America's Future, Inc., 542
Main Street, New Rochelle, N.Y.
is now offering 2 great bo~ks
condensed into a 96 pocket size
pages for $1.00.
The first is Out of Bonda1ge,
by Elizabeth Bently. The story
consists of how and why Mrs.
Bently became a communist spycourier and how, finally, disillusioned and aware that she was
betraying her own country, she
exposed communists in our government.
The other book is The Final
Secret of Pearl Harbor by Adm.
Robert Thobald. This book is a
fully documented nroof that 3303
young Americans and the heart
of our fleet were deliberately
sacrificed in order to get America into World War II.

lnte1·views
The placement bureau has
announced that the following
campus interviews .will be held
next week. Mr. W. D. LaRue of
the Crane Co. will interview
any students majoring in chemistry, gen. business, accounting,
or economics today. McAlpins
will send Mrs. Ferris to interview any major April 8. On
April 9, Mr. John Leddy of
American Ins. Group will talk
to students ·with. any major.
Mr. H. R. McClure, representing
the Phillip Carey Co., will also
talk to any major, Wednesday,
April 10. On Thursday, April 11,
Mr. E. G. Destefano of the
Rueben H. Donnelly Co. will
interview any major interested
in sales, sales management and
production management. Mr.
Seyfried from Westmoreland
Di vision of Alcoa will speak to
any student interested in sales
next Friday, April 12.
All interviews will be held
from 9: 30 a.m. to 4: 30 p.m.

Don't Forget
Theater-In-Rouncl

"B" Convocation

foreign student enrollments at
universities and other institutions of higher learning throughout the world. A survey covering the years 1954-1955 showed
that an estimated total of 126,000
students were studying outside
their own countries.
The United States also holds
the lead among countries offering fellowships, with 20,587
listed in STUDY ABROAD.
Next comes France with 5,783,
THE PROGRAM
Egypt with 4,909, Turkey with
Part I: Chorus
2,002. and the United Kingdom
1. Jesus, Joy_ of Man's Desiring with 1,803. The United Nations
2. Panis Angelicus
·and its Agencies offer 3,727 fel3. 0 Divinum Mysterium
lowships and international nonPart II: Piano Solo
. · g o v er nm en t a 1 organizations
featuring Diane Jons another 5,624.
Part III: Chorus:
What do s::1d~nts study in
1 When Love Hath Entangled foreign countues · · · · · The
· -Brahms
largest group 27%-is in the
humanities and education based .
2. Morgin-by Stimuss
on report from 19 countries.
3. Green Cathredal-Hahn
Next comes social sciences and
Part IV Vocal Solo:
law, 19%; medicine, 18%; enginfeaturing Marilyn Dorr eering and technology, 16%;
1. Summer Time-or-Summer- and natural sciences, 14%.
time, by Gershwin
STUDY ABROAD includes in
its 719 pages authoritative inPart V: Chorus:
formation on opportunities for
1. Greensleeves
2. You'll Never (oops!) Walk foreign study including how and
Alone
where applications may ·be made.
The index reveals who can
3. Begin the Beguine-Cole
study what subjects and whr
Porter
More than 'twice as many of
these grants , are available to
Joint Meeting
American students than to those
Th<:\, Cincinnati Control, Con- of any other country.
I
trollers Institute of America will
hold its annual joint meeting
Jwiio1· Bfrdmcm
with the accounting students
A first solo flight was made
and faculty members from the March 1 by Navy Ens. Charles
University of Cincinnati, Miami W. Woeste, son of Mr. and Mrs.
University and Xavier Univer- Carl A. Woeste of 7128 Wallace
sity at Reid Hall, Miami Uni- Ave., Maderia, Ohio. Woests is
versity, Oxford Ohio on April a '56 graduate. While at Xavier,
9. After the dinner, students he was on The News staff and
from the three universities will was a member of Student Counparticipate in the panel discus- cil.
""'
sion.
In addition to solo flight, he is
receiving training in communi'LiterateU;1·s'
cations, navigation, engineering,
Winners at · Xavier of the athletics, aerology, and civil
Intercollegiate English Essay air . regulations at the Saufley
Contest has ·been announced. Field Naval Air Station, PensTop honors werit to junior Bill acola, Fla.
Bertelsman. Tom Eckstein was
runner-up, while Ed Menes took
B1·avo!
third place.
·
The current affairs test used
Honorable mention went to as a ·means of selecting delegates
Ed Adams, Shawn Concannon, to the 1957 World Affairs InstiConrad Donakowski, Thompson tute, recently held in Cincinnati,
Faller, Pat Flood, Reynold Fruit- was prepared by Dr. John J.
kin, Phil Grib, Andy Guschwan, Wnealen, assistant professor of
Dan Herth, Jim Jensen, Ron history. The four page test was
Joyce, Gerald Manning, Matt given to high school pupils.
McLaughlin, Bob Nawalaniec,
Paul Sikora, Tom Tremmel,
So Tr·ue
Gene Ulrich, Stan Weber, Tom
(ACP)-The following definiWidlar, and Leo Wine.
tions are from the Capital University Chimes iti Columbus, 0.:
UNESCO Results
· A-a rare· feat.
B-grade given st.udent doing
More than 74,000 international
scholarships and fellowships are A work.
C-grade given when professor
offered by governments, universities, foundations and other loses grade book.'
Frosh-a fellow who buys his
institutions in over 100 countries
and territpries. They are listed books before the first exam.
Cramming_:_intellectual overin the latest (eighth) edition of
STUDY ABROAD, an interna- eating after a long pedod of startional handbook published by vation.
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural OrganiSic Tr·ansit
zation.
Jazz will endure as long as
This current edition of STUDY people hear it through their
ABROAD lists the results of feet instead of their brains.UNESCO's annual · survey of John Philip Sousa
The second last "B" Series
Convocation of the year will take
place Monday, April 8, when the
Mu Phi Epsilon Sorority of the
Cincinnati College-Conservatory
presents a concert at 1:30 p.m. in
the Cash Room. Miss Jane Tjoflat
will conduct. The group was well
received last year. Miss Diane
Jons will be the accompanist.

Ideal mate for Sport car or
Jam.Uy station wagon
Yes, this lightweight water • repellent,
wrinkle-resistant car coat goes. where you
go, when you go, however you go ... and
keeps its perfect good looks regardless.
Ivy styled; wooden buttons, shortee length.

$14.75
it /its if its from
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